
This patient is a 56y old healthy female with a severe generalized chronic periodontitis. 

Initial Panoramic Xray.



Her major complaints are the long teeth caused by gingival recessions, the gummy smile, the 
unaesthetic black holes and the teeth mobility. Since this patient has a gummy smile, it is 
very important to locate the lip line smile before placing the implants. By doing so, we will be 
able to evaluate the amount of bone to reduce, so the joint between the gingiva and the pink 
ceramic of the final prosthesis doesn’t appear while smiling.



A black line is draw on the gingiva while 
she was smiling. This line is used to 
measure the distance between the incisal 
edge and the smile line (Black line) and to 
evaluate the amount of bone to remove 
apically.

Measurements are made from 
the incisal edge to the CEJ 
(10mm) and to the smile line
(15mm).



Due to the fact that the patient doesn’t want the pink ceramic to show when she smiles in her future 
prosthesis, it was decided to place the CEJ of the future crowns approximatively at the same level of 
the smile line (Black line). To be able to do it, it was needed to reduce her actual overbite of 7mm to 2-
3 mm, meaning that the future incisor edge will be around 5mm shorter than the actual one.



The exact amount of bone 
needed to be removed was 
evaluated on the CBCT  . In order 
to have a good emergence 
profile of the future crowns, a 
minimum distance of 15 to 17 
mm is needed from the incisal 
edge of the future crowns to the 
implant platform. So in this case, 
around 5 mm of bone had to be 
removed. 



Bone reduction of the alveolar process (5 mm) and placement of six JDEvolution 
implants.

Screw retained temporary prosthesis delivered 24h after the surgery and and
panoramic Xray with the temporary prosthesis. 



Final ceramic 
prosthesis after 6 
months.

Panoramic Xray with the final 
ceramic screw retained 
prosthesis.


